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CREATE THE CARD

Cut a piece of Basic white Cardstock at 6 1/4" x 6 1/4".  Score at 3 1/8” fold and burnish, this 
is the card base.

•

Cut a piece of the Berry Blessings DSP at 2 7/8" x 6". I used the Real Red lined DSP.  This 
will be the first layer.

•
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Cut a piece of Berry Blessings DSP at 2 5/8" x 5 3/4". I used the berry and leaf pattern DSP. 
This will be the second layer.

•

Punch a piece of Pretty Peacock with the 2” circle punch. Use one of the Greenery 
Embossing Folders (I used the folder with the single image repeating pattern it looks like a 
leaf) to dry emboss the circle with the Mini Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine. Please 
following the instructions on the base plate to properly dry emboss. Add Stampin 
Dimensionals to the back of the embossed circle. 

•

CREATE THE SENTIMENT LAYER AND COLOR LINEN THREAD

Cut enough Linen Thread to create a double bow with long tails.•
To dye the Linen Thread with the Pretty Peacock Stampin' Blend, place the Linen Thread on 
the mat and color it with the brush tip. I suggest trying a few different methods to add color to 
the thread, my preferred method is to hold the blend in place and pull the thread under the 
tip.  Repeat this process in sections until all of the Linen Thread has been dyed. Once the 
Linen Thread is fully colored twist it around your finger into little circles and set it aside. 
Doing this will give the thread a bit of body once it is completely dry.

•

Using Real Red ink stamp the sentiment with Clear Block C on a scrap of Basic White 
cardstock. I used the “Bountiful Blessings” stamp for the Berry Blessings Stamp set.

•

Die-cut the sentiment using the second smallest layer die with pointy ends from the Stitched 
So Sweetly Dies. It fits nicely on the dry embossed Pretty Peacock circle. 

•

Using the small berry stamp on Clear Block C, stamp two berries in Pretty Peacock ink on 
the Bountiful Blessings sentiment layer. I added a berry above and below the sentiment.

•

Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the back of the stamped sentiment layer. Then remove the 
backings and add on top of the dry embossed Pretty Peacock circle. 

•

Add a single Red Rhinestone to the sentiment layer. I placed mine next to the word 
Bountiful.

•

Cut the dyed Linen Thread in half and create a double bow with long tails. Bow tails will be 
trimmed during the assembly process. 

•

ASSEMBLE THE CARD

Adhere the Real Red lined DSP layer to the card base using multipurpose glue, leave an 
even border around the layer. 

•

Adhere the berry and leaf DSP layer on top of the Real Red lined DSP using multipurpose 
glue, leave an even border around the layer. 

•

Remove dimensional from the sentiment layer and place on top of the Berry and Leaf DSP 
layer. Place it just under halfway down on the card to the far right side. 

•

Add a glue dot to the back of the knot on the bow and adhere it under the sentiment a little to 
the left. Sperate the bow loops and trim the tails of the ribbon to the desired length. I left 
mine fairly long. 

•
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DECORATE THE INSIDE OF THE CARD AND ENVELOPE

Time to use the Sweet Strawberry Stamp set. Use the large leaf with flowers stamp on Clear 
Block D to stamp the inside lower-right corner of the card. I used Pretty Peacock ink to 
stamp the inside of the card. 

•

Use the same large leaf with flowers stamp to stamp the lower-left corner of the front of the 
envelope with Pretty Peacock ink. You will want to judge how much of the image to use 
based on the size of the envelope. Coin envelope size is #7 and can be purchased on 
Amazon. 

•

Berry Blessings 
Bundle (English) - 

157613

Price: $0.00

Add to Cart

Sweet Strawberry 
Bundle (English) - 

156214

Price: $32.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $9.75

Add to Cart

Pretty Peacock 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
150880

Price: $8.75

Add to Cart

Real Red Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

147084

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Pretty Peacock 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 150083

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Pretty Peacock 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154895

Price: $9.00

Add to Cart

Stitched So 
Sweetly Dies - 

151690

Price: $32.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $120.00

Add to Cart

Mini Stampin' Cut 
& Emboss 

Machine - 150673

Price: $60.00

Add to Cart
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Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Paper Snips 
Scissors - 103579

Price: $10.00

Add to Cart

Linen Thread - 
104199

Price: $5.00

Add to Cart

Red Rhinestone 
Basic Jewels - 

146924

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Clear Block Bundle 
- 118491

Price: $71.50

Add to Cart

Clear Block Caddy 
- 120279

Price: $17.00

Add to Cart

Stamparatus - 
146276

Price: $49.00

Add to Cart

Silicone Craft 
Sheet - 127853

Price: $6.00

Add to Cart
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